Homestead Lot 47
Map 6
N. Kona, Hawaii
Grant No. 3756

TO Kahananui
Date.
Copy furnished
Land Office
Sept 3rd 1894

P.S. in Carton 18
Description of Homestead Lot 47. Map 6
N. Kona, Hawaii

Beginning at the S.W. corner of this lot, on boundary of Kalaoa 4", and Kalaoa 5", 26 feet S.W. of the S.W. corner of an old goats pen at Kahanohale. This beginning point being 5 41° 59' W. (true) distant 15 11 18 ft. from Kaulalahui Sign Station, and being marked by a drill hole in Kahanohale and stone "ahu" theme the boundary runs by true bearings:

N 1° 40' E 208 feet along Government land
N 83° 40' E 1498 " " Kanhini Road, Naunahin
In road 20 ft. wide.

S 89° 30' E 1020 " " the same
S 0° 57' E 685 " " Grant 1608, and Pt. 1607
To marked point on "iwi aina"
N 82° 40' W 2545 along Kalaoa 5" to the initial point.

Area 26 3/100 acres.

Note by P. Y. Brown
from survey of A. S. Lomerin

Settled 3/ 1894

(Plan inside)